
Anatomy of a Powerful
Employer Brand

#EBAnatomy



About The Muse
Our mission is to create meaningful 
connections between companies and 
candidates to make the world of 
work—from the job search to career 
development—more personal. 

● Capture your employer brand stories
● Create compelling content
● Distribute your content 



About Lars Schmidt

Founder, AMPLIFY//
Co-founder, HR Open Source

@Lars

● Career Highlights 
○ Launching AMPLIFY//
○ Unveiling HROS at Talent Connect 
○ Co-authoring Employer Brand for Dummies

● Favorite EB Word
○ “Pilot”

● 3 Words That Describe Me
○ Dad
○ Curious
○ Optimist



About HR Open Source
● HR Open Source is a global initiative to drive open practices, collaboration, and 

innovation in the field of HR and recruiting

● It was launched in March 2015 as a global not-for-profit community designed to 
accelerate progressive practices and capabilities in the field

● HROS a free collection of peer-contributed case studies, curated resources, 
events, and the collective intellect of 4,000+ practitioners from 60+ countries 
sharing their experience and helping each other solve problems

● Visit HROS.co to access all the free resources. Visit HROS.co/join to join. 



About Lisa Cervenka

Co-founder, Brand Amper
(now BrandBuilder by The 

Muse)
@BrandNRD

● Career Highlights 
○ Quoted in the NYT 
○ Working with my dream brand, Nike
○ Co-founding a company that was acquired 

by The Muse

● Favorite EB Word
○ “Culture Champion”

● 3 Words That Describe Me
○ Disciplined
○ Intuitive
○ Resilient



Why We’re Talking About This
● There is no right or wrong way to go about creating or iterating an EB: it’s about 

what your current needs are, what resources you have available, and what’s right 
for your culture

● We tried to highlight things we feel are important no matter where you are in the 
process

● We chose case studies that both big and small companies could learn from (what 
they did right & wrong, plus actionable templates and takeaways) 

● We want to encourage you to share back with the HR Open Source community 
and keep the learning & conversation going #SharingIsCaring



Where It All Really Starts

Macy Andrews, Cisco

Ambrosia Vertesi, Hootsuite

Carmen Shirkey Collins, Cisco 

Jennifer Newbill, Dell

Derek Isley, Hootsuite 

Leela Srinivasan, Lever Shaunda Lynn Zilich, GE



● Lead with Storytelling 

● Embrace New Tech and Take Risks 

● Partner With Marketing

● You Are Never Too Big to Change

● Activate Brand Advocates

● Develop an Employer Brand Playbook

The “Anatomy”



#1 Lead With Storytelling



Lead with Storytelling
● Create really powerful engagement & build trust 

● Gain deep EVP or EB insights
Myth: you must already have a defined EVP or EB to engage employees. 
Reality: you can use employee engagement to define your EVP or EB!

● Use a combination of high-tech and high-touch

● You will ALWAYS be surprised by the magic that happens and how you can 
leverage it!



Case Study: Lever



Case Study: Lever



Case Study: Lever



#2 Embrace New Tech and Take Risks



Embrace New Tech & Take Risks
● Technology moves fast. There is a first mover advantage in using nascent 

technology

● This also comes with risks, as there’s no precedent and past mistakes to 
learn from when you’re first

● Build a “innovation lab” within your employer brand strategy that’s based on 
pilots and calculated risks

● Success and credibility = organizational risk tolerance. If you’re just building 
your employer brand efforts, it’s better to be conservative than swing big 
and fail



Case Study: Hootsuite

#FollowTheSun



Case Study: Hootsuite



#3 Partner with Marketing



Partner with Marketing
● Get humble: tap into existing resources and established expertise 

● Model an integrated approach to “brand” across the ENTIRE organization 

● Uncover opportunities to influence and improve company-wide strategies

● Benefit from a symbiotic relationship—and avoid potential conflict



Case Study: Dell



Case Study: Dell



Case Study: Dell

1,000,000 Followers



#4 You Are Never Too Big to Change



You Are Never Too Big to Change
● Employer Brand content can shift perceptions about an organization, or an 

industry

● The first step is owning who you are. Only then can you shift the 
perception to who you want to become

● Candidates are savvy, and skeptical. Trust in marketing messages is much 
less than peer messages, so it’s important that EB refreshes are authentic 
& spotlight the employee experience



Case Study: Cisco

“We changed our tone and voice in social. We got real. Real human, that is.” 



Case Study: Cisco



#5 Activate Brand Advocates



Activate Brand Advocates
● Broaden TA’s sphere of influence by focusing on brand vs. jobs

● Motivate employees to care about advocating by showing what’s in it for 
them 

● Treat your advocates like adults. Tools don’t sustain advocacy, trust does

● Learn from advocates’ behavior to iterate your EB. “Ambient listening” can 
be better than a survey!



Case Study: GE

“Talent Acquisition used to be job led. 
It is now brand led.”





The GE #BalanceTheEquation Bus



Employer Brand Playbook
● As your employer brand efforts mature, it’s important to have a 

foundational document so you’re recruiters are all working together to 
drive your employer brand

● Ensure your employer brand efforts connect back to an EVP, or 
foundational EB purpose (i.e. does X move Y forward)

● Don’t just be present on social. Understand where and why you’re using 
each channel



Case Study: Hootsuite



Case Study: Hootsuite

DOWNLOAD THIS:

Bit.ly/HROSEBPlaybook



Key Takeaways
● Perfection is the enemy, embrace where you are and start there...today

● Embrace calculated risk-taking

● Be an EB Evangelist in your organization and enlist help when you need it

● Use your employer brand to reshape your narrative

● Be a leader when it comes to understanding the power of “Brand” (EB, 
Personal, etc.)

● Make sure everyone who touches your employer brand understands your plan



Q&A
@MuseEmployers


